World Civs: Meeting With A Librarian Rubric!

Required materials completed before and brought to the meeting (1 pt each):
___ Rough Draft #1 (including the bibliography and copies of all articles used)
___ Draft thesis for the research essay & brief outline of how you will explain it
___ Evidence of your searches for primary and secondary sources
___ At least one question or idea for finding more primary and secondary sources:

Achieved during the meeting (1 pt each):
___ Positive feedback on explanation of thesis:
___ At least one more secondary source (book or periodical article) that appears useful for this topic and thesis
   At least two future steps for further research:
   ___
   ___

Librarian comments and initials (last points!):

Meeting grade: ______ /10

NOTE: If you do not have all your materials or any specific questions or ideas, the librarians will postpone your meeting. It will be your responsibility to reschedule.